A NEW, POWERFUL LED PROFILE THAT HAS EXCEPTIONAL LIGHT OUTPUT
AND FEATURES YOU NEED, AT A SURPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE PRICE.
Lighting designers face a sea of moving head fixtures that seem virtually the
same but lack the output and features they need. Rental companies need
fixtures that offer a wide range of features that will provide a sooner than
later return on their investment. The Claypaky Arolla Profile HP is designed
to address these needs with its exceptional light output and features at a
surprisingly affordable price.
With its custom designed 1200-Watt white LED engine, the Arolla Profile HP
is one of the most powerful LED Profile moving heads on the market, more
powerful than any other fixture with conventional lamp technology! The LED
engine produces 44,000 lumens and the Arolla Profile HP fixture’s beam is
flat and uniform making projections crisp and colours rich. This fixture boasts
a very comprehensive assortment of features: a 5°-50° (10:1) zoom, CMY
colour mixing, a six-colour wheel including a CRI enhancement filter, linear
CTO, six rotating gobos, seven fixed gobos, an animation disc, a four-facet
rotating prism, a Claypaky framing system on four focal planes and with a
dedicated macro channel control, a 16-blade iris, soft edge and flood frost
filters, a 24-bit digital dimmer, and a fast digital stop-strobe effect. All the
gobos are made of high-definition dichroic glass. They can be swapped and
morphed with each other and the animation wheel to create new and exciting
textures. The Arolla Profile HP has several low noise operating modes so you
can use the unit virtually anywhere.
One of the essential features Claypaky targeted when creating this fixture was a significant reduction of the fixture’s size.
Comparing the Arolla Profile HP to fixtures in this class, it is one of the most compact LED Profile moving heads available
but with one of the highest wattage and output LED engines. In addition to agile movements and a powerful feature set, this
compact fixture leads to several benefits for rental firms in terms of maintenance, transportation, overall cost of ownership,
and more. The Arolla Profile HP offers a much quicker return of investment than ever seen before.
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Light Source: Custom 1200W white LED engine
Output: 45,000 lm
5°-50° (10:1) linear zoom
16-bit CMY Color Mixing
Linear CTO
6-color wheel (includes a dedicated CRI
enhancement filter)
6 HD interchangeable rotating gobos
7 HD interchangeable fixed gobos
Animation wheel
4-facet rotating prism
16-blade iris
Framing System: 4 focal planes, 90° rotation
and macro channel control
Soft edge frost and flood frost
24-bit digital dimmer
Digital stop-strobe effect
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Control signal: USITT DMX 512. Protocols: RDM,
WebServer and Art-Net
DMX Channels: 38
CloudIO Ready: fully compatible with CloudIO
Input Power: 1800 VA@230Vac 50Hz
Low noise operating modes
Weight: 44Kg (97.5 lbs.)
Size: 470 x 320 x 800 mm (18.5 x 12.6 x 31.5 in.)
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MAIN FEATURES

The Arolla Profile HP has the feature set to be the go-to light for any show. It was designed to meet the features and size
needs with an unmatched performance/price ratio.

A COMPACT, LIGHT, VERSATILE, EXTREMELY BRIGHT LED WASH-BEAM;
A “MID-RANGE” FIXTURE THAT STANDS OUT FROM THE CROWD.
Fixtures in this class are in high demand because they meet many needs,
from the smallest venue to the largest show. With so many choices available,
this category of fixture lends to highly competitive prices but also lowestcommon-denominator performance. This makes it difficult for customers
to decide which fixture to choose without sacrificing performance.
Claypaky’s MIDI-B clearly addresses these needs thanks to its amazing
cost/performance ratio.
The MIDI-B is a new LED-based moving head luminaire with 19 Osram
40-Watt RGBW LEDs, the same ones used in the popular HY B-EYE and
MINI-B fixtures. Its zoom range of 4° to 50° allows for a wide variety of
applications. At the narrowest angle, the beam produced is ultra-dense and
concentrated, ideal for aerial effects. At its widest zoom, the MIDI-B turns
into an exceptional, uniform wash light and can replace much heavier and
bulkier fixtures.
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Light source: 19 x 40W RGBW Osram Ostar
LEDs
Compact and lightweight
Extremely efficient light output (10,000 lm)
4° to 50° zoom range
Three independently controlled LED rings
Pre-installed effects/colour macros
2500K - 8000K colour temperature control
16-bit dimmer with 4 curves
Electronic strobe @25 f/s
Ethernet access
Control signal: USITT DMX 512. Protocols: RDM,
WebServer and Art-Net.
DMX Channels: 16/20/24/36
Input Power: 900 VA@230Vac 50Hz
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Weight: 19 kg (41.8 lbs.)
Dimensions: 406 x 252 x 472 mm (16.0 x 9.9 x
18.6 in.)
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MAIN FEATURES

The 19 LEDs are arranged in three independently controllable rings, which
can be used for bright back lighting effects. Colour macros, 2500K to
8000K colour temperature control range, 16-bit dimmer with four curves,
25 flashes per second electronic strobe, Ethernet access complete the
MIDI-B’s features.

A WEATHER-RESISTANT, MINI PAR FIXTURE WITH 40-WATT RGBW LEDS;
COMPACT AND BRIGHT, AT AN EXTREMELY COMPETITIVE PRICE.
With the increasing demand for weather-resistant fixtures for entertainment
and architecture applications, Claypaky’s MINI-B PARLED AQUA fits the
needs for size, output, and features. With its seven Osram 40W RGBW
LED engine, this little fixture makes it one of the brightest available.
MINI-B PARLED AQUA is a static version of the recently introduced MINI-B
that is IP65 rated. This fixture has the same optical and electronic features
as the MINI-B: a motorized 4° to 55° zoom, independent control of the
central LED for effects, 2500K to 8000K colour temperature control,
16-bit dimmer with four different dimming curves, 25 flashes per second
electronic strobe and Ethernet access.
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Static IP65-rated LED fixture, ideal for events
and outdoor installations
Light source: 7 x 40W RGBW Osram LEDs
Compact and lightweight
Highly efficient light output (3,000 lm), very
low power consumption
Motorized 4° to 55° zoom range
Independent control of the central LED
Pre-installed effects/colour macros
2500K - 8000K colour temperature control
16-bit dimmer with 4 curves
Electronic strobe @25 f/s
Ethernet access
Control signal: USITT DMX 512. Protocols: RDM,
WebServer and Art-Net
DMX Channels: 12/16/24
Input Power: 300 VA@230Vac 50Hz
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Split yoke for hanging or floor mount
Weight: 8 kg (18 lbs)
Dimensions: Fixture housing is 322 mm (12.7 in.)
long and 195 mm (7.7 in.) diameter
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MAIN FEATURES

This fixture is compact and lightweight and very complimentary to the
MINI-B and MIDI-B fixtures in optical performance and colour consistency.

INTRODUCING THE AXCOR PROFILE 600 TEATRO, A VERSATILE,
TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED LED PROFILE, AVAILABLE IN TWO NEW,
SILENT VERSIONS FOR WHERE NOISE IS A CONCERN.
The Axcor Profile 600 TEATRO is a special version of the Axcor Profile 600
ST that features an updated cooling system and mechanisms to significantly
reduce the unit’s acoustical footprint (from 38dB to approximately 34dB
ambient). This fixture is ideal for applications where noise is a concern in
venues such as theatres, television studios, opera houses, conference halls,
and more.
This fixture offers a flat, uniform beam (no visible hotspots) and has the same
physical features, size, and effects of the Axcor 600 family of fixtures making
it another very versatile tool for lighting designers. The Axcor Profile 600
TEATRO offers a zoom range of 5.3°to 47.2°, CMY colour mixing, linear CTO,
colour wheel with five colours, rotating gobo wheel with seven gobos, rotating
4-facet prism, interchangeable animation wheel, motorized framing system on
4 focal planes, variable frost filter, high-precision iris, electronic linear dimmer
and electronic strobe.
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Light source: 500W White LED Engine
Versions available:
- CRI: at least 70, up to 28000lm, CT 6500K
(Axcor Profile 600 Teatro)
- CRI: at least 90, up to 21000lm, CT 5600K
(Axcor Profile 600 Teatro HC)
132 mm diameter front lens
5.3° to 47.2° linear Zoom
CMY + Linear CTO
One Color Wheel with 5 Colors
One Rotating Gobo Wheel with 7 Gobos
Rotating 4-facet prism
Animation wheel (interchangeable with fixed
gobo wheel)
Motorized framing system on 4 focal planes
Framing system indexable over 90 degrees
Variable Frost filter
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Iris with macro control
Electronic linear dimmer, 16 bit and 4 curves
Electronic strobe @25 f/sec
Uses same flight case and foam shell of Axcor
Profile 600 (sold separately)
Control signal: USITT DMX 512. Protocols: RDM,
WebServer and Art-Net
DMX Channels: 40/44
Input Power: 800 VA@230Vac 50Hz
Weight: 33 kg (72.7 lbs.)
Dimensions: 410 x 380 x 800 mm (16.1 x 15.0
x31.5 in.)
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MAIN FEATURES

The unit is available in two different CRI versions: the Axcor Profile 600
TEATRO, CRI of 70 with an output of 28,000 lumens at 6500K and the Axcor
Profile 600 HC TEATRO, CRI of at least 90 with an output of 21,000 lumens at
5600K. Reduced noise and a strong feature set makes the Axcor Profile 600
TEATRO fixtures ideal for many applications.

ALL THE EYE-CATCHING PERFORMANCE, ADVANCED FEATURES, AND
BRIGHT COLOURS OF OUR POPULAR MULTIFUNCTIONAL LED FIXTURE,
NOW FOR VENUES THAT REQUIRE QUIET.
Claypaky adds to its HY B-EYE 25 series with the introduction of the HY
B-EYE K25 TEATRO; a special version of the HY B-EYE K25 that is designed
for venues that need silent operation without sacrificing bright colours. This
fixture is ideal for theatres, television studios, conference halls, showrooms,
corporate events, and more.
The HY B-EYE K25 TEATRO has all the same optical, electronic, and mechanical
features of the HY B-EYE K25 with changes in the overall design to reduce
the acoustical footprint. This luminaire has the same thirty-seven powerful
40 Watt Osram Ostar RGBW LEDs, a zoom range of 4° to 60°, uniform light
spread, a rotating front lens, an enhanced electronic engine for dynamic beam
pattern design with digital accuracy and repeatability, individual control of
each single LED to make spectacular kaleidoscopic projections and charming
eye-catching effects.
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Light Source: 37 x 40W Osram Ostar RGBW
LEDs
Three operating modes: wash, beam, and FX
effect
4° to 60° zoom range and uniform light spread
Individual control for each LED
Invisible front grid
Beam edge softening control (in wash mode)
Exclusive parallel beam consisting of an array of
individually controllable micro-beams
Enhanced electronic engine for dynamic beam
pattern design, with digital accuracy and
repeatability
Rotating front lens for vortex effects or
kaleidoscopic projections
2500K to 8000K CTO
RGB auto-tuning to lamp CT emulation
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Tungsten lamp emulation
Uses same flight case and foam shell of HY
B-EYE K25 (sold separately)
Control signal: USITT DMX 512. Protocols: RDM,
WebServer and Art-Net
Arkaos Kling-Net protocol included in the
firmware
DMX channels: 22/36/111/148
Input power: 1250 VA@230Vac 50Hz
Weight: 27.5 kg (60.6 lbs.)
Dimensions: 329 x 387 x 590 mm (13.0 x 15.3 x
23.2 in.)
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MAIN FEATURES

The HY B-EYE K25 TEATRO is extremely bright thanks to its powerful light
source and special optical unit with a truly amazing lumen/watt ratio. The
built-in Kling-Net protocol enhances the lighting designer’s creativity, while
making the management and synchronization of LED light parameters and
functions simpler.

THE CLAYPAKY KLEMANTIS RGBW FIXTURE IS A MULTIPURPOSE, VERSATILE
FIXTURE THAT FEATURES UNIFORM COLOURS, PREMIUM OPTICAL PERFORMANCE,
SMOOTH DIMMING, AND MUCH MORE. NOT LIMITED TO JUST THEATRES, THIS
LUMINAIRE HAS WHAT IT TAKES TO DO MUCH MORE.
The Klemantis RGBW is a colour-optimized
version of the Claypaky Klemantis HCR, offering
the same premium optical performance and
renowned dimming quality as well as full
compatibility with all existing accessories.
With its amazing high light output (red more than
4 times higher, green more than 3 times higher,
and blue more than 2 times higher than the HCR
version), the Klemantis RGBW has a proprietary
optical design and is the optimal solution for
illuminating tall cycloramas (15 to 16 meters) in
a double row (bottom and top) configuration, as
well as medium-size cycloramas (5 to 7 meters)
in single row applications.
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Light Source: 16 x Osram RGBW LEDs
Beam type: asymmetric flood with proprietary
optical design
Symmetrical lens 28° to 18° kit (optional)
Tunable white ranging from 2500K to 8000K
Tungsten mode, to replicate the tungsten lamp
behavior during dimming and CTC adjustment
16-bit ultra-smooth dimming, with different
dimming curves available
Tint correction: +/- green/magenta adjustments
Smooth color transition through different times,
crossfade and path options
Color control: hue saturation luminosity (HSL),
CMY, RGB and RAW modes fully exploit the
potential of the RGBW system; wide selection
of digital filters (color macros)
High color stability and accuracy, also in
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tungsten mode
Color consistency over time and temperature
changes, thanks to fixture calibration
Fixture to fixture color repeatability
Control: DMX 512, RDM, WebServer and ArtNet/RDM over Art-Net
DMX channels: 15/23
Max power consumption: 300W
Weight: 15.9 kg (35.0 lbs.)
Dimensions: 1000 (L) x 271 (W) x 196 (H) mm
(39.4 (L) x 10.7 (W) x 7.7 (H) in.)
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MAIN FEATURES

With its optional symmetrical lens accessory kits and colour compatibility with the Claypaky B-EYEs, the Klemantis RGBW
is more than just an powerful CYC light, it is a true multipurpose luminaire, which ensures unsurpassed performance - from
the back and from the side - with a drastically reduced focus time.

THE PERFECT MIXTURE OF TRADITIONAL THEATRICAL LIGHTING AND
INNOVATION TO DO MORE, TO PROJECT BETTER. A LED PROFILE
FIXTURE WITH HIGH QUALITY LIGHT INTEGRATING NUMEROUS
OPTICAL-MECHANICAL INNOVATIONS.
Based on innovative 6-colour HCR (high colour reproduction) LED
technology, the ORKIS PROFILE M meets the needs of the most
demanding lighting designers in terms of dimming, colour mixing,
colour temperature controlled whites, beam uniformity, and light
quality. Based on an optimized multispectral LED source, the light
delivered by the ORKIS PROFILE M delivers a wide colour gamut
and a white beam with very high CRI 97 (up to 99), values which
have never been achieved before by LEDs and only possible only with
traditional lamp technologies.
The ORKIS PROFILE M is available in two zoom range configurations:
12° to 30° and 22° to 50°. With the fixture’s unique “Fast Optical
Mounting” system, the zoom lenses are easily interchangeable in just
a few seconds with the luminaire in any position. The optical system
provides 360° zoom rotation which includes its shutters and gobo.
The ORKIS PROFILE M features a four-shutter framing system and is
designed to work with up to 6 shutters on three focal planes when needed. The unique internal variable frost allows extremely
fine, precise tuning of the spot and smooth framing. It also helps eliminate or mitigate chromatic defects on beam edges without
any effect on its overall shape.

HCR TECHNOLOGY: EVERY COLOR, EVERY NUANCE AND EVERY SHADE WITH THE HIGHEST CRI
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Light Source: HCR COB Exclusive LED board
featuring 6 colours: Red + Green + Blue + Cyan +
Amber + Lime 22HCR LED equivalent
Color temperature: Tunable white ranging from
2500K to 8000K
CRI >97 throughout the entire CCT (up to 99)
Optics available: 12°-30° zoom or 22°-50° zoom
The optical groups can rotate freely over 360°
Zoom/focus freely adjustable from one side with
luminaire in any position
Two guide rails allow the reposition of the yoke to
adapt the installation on a wide variety of different
configurations and layouts
Up to 6 shutters on 3 focal planes, featuring an
innovative shutter locking system
Internal variable frost
16-bit ultra-smooth dimming, with different dimming
curves available
Control: DMX 512, RDM, WebServer and Art-Net/
RDM over Art-Net
Wireless control available
DMX channels: 14/27
Color control: HSV, CMY, RGB, RAW or digital filters
Wide selection of digital filters that reproduce a
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variety of gel filter colors (emulating tungsten lamps)
Tungsten mode, replicates tungsten lamp behavior
during dimming and CTC adjustment
May be hung or placed on the floor without
restricting shutter settings
Quick, reliable locking system using single adjustable
handle
Optional accessories:
- Adjustable Internal Diffuser
- B-Size Gobo holder
- Iris
Fully compatible with the Orkis Fresnel, the Klemantis
HCR and the Clay Paky HCR moving lights, both in
terms of colorimetry and color control
Input Power: 300 VA@230Vac 50Hz
Weights:
- Body: 9.5 kg (21.0 lbs.)
- 12°-30° Zoom Lens: 7.0 kg (15.4 lbs.)
- 22°-50° Zoom Lens: 6.0 kg (13.2 lbs.)
Dimensions (LxWxH):
- Body with 12°-30° Zoom Lens: 870 x 315 x 295 mm
(34.2 x 12.4 x 11.6 in.)
- Body with 22°-45° Zoom Lens: 710 x 315 x 295 mm
(27.9 x 12.4 x 11.6 in.)
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MAIN FEATURES

The new HCR technology used in the ORKIS PROFILE M is an exclusive electronic platform developed by ADB and Claypaky in
conjunction with Osram. The LED light source consists of a module with six colors – in addition to the standard RED, GREEN and
BLUE colors, we have added AMBER, CYAN and LIME. This exclusive source provides a very wide color range (gamut) with excellent
color spectrum coverage. Moreover, the white light produced by the HCR technology has a CRI reaching values that have never
been achieved before by LEDs; the typical CRI value is 97 and can improve it up to 99. These values were previously possible only
with traditional lamp technologies. Our fixtures based on HCR technology also deliver variable white range of 2500K to 8000K. This
white light range maintains the high CRI throughout the range.

